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Managing Tail Spend

Accelerate speed to service for 

stakeholders by aggregating tail 

and tactical suppliers through Bell 

Procurement Management

We achieve double digit third party savings 

through smart sourcing whilst reducing 

operational costs and increasing supplier 

diversity and compliance.

5% - 15% third party savings on 

negotiable spend

Operational efficiencies transacting 

end to end process

Reduce supplier risk and 100% 

contract compliance

Increase supplier diversity and meet 

ESG goals

Why work with Bell:

Many organisations struggle to 

manage their Tail Spend

Our service removes these pains, 
allowing our customers to focus on 

strategic spend 

Inefficient usage of valuable resources 

Ever expanding supplier base

Savings leakage and unmanaged risk 
due to limited data visibility

e-Catalogues & p-Cards solutions 
alone cannot reduce tail size

Niche tail and tactical spend solution

Managed services model meaning 
flexibility to take any spend type

Bell act as one supplier for the 
customer to manage 

Differentiated toolsets that unlock 
insights and drive decision making

Core Focus

Data Driven

Differentiated
Efficiency

Aggregator 
Approach

How it works

Customer raises a 

request

Bell receives any type of 

demand in a simple 

capture form
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Smart Sourcing

Leverage analytics to

identify and run most 

effective sourcing 

channel

Supplier Onboarding

Supplier accepts 

category specific terms 

& compliance measures

Invoice & Payment

Bell pay compliant 

suppliers and manage 

the relationship
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For more Information 

please contact 

elong@bell-integration.com

npratt@bell-integration.com www.bell-pm.com

Visit

mailto:elong@bell-integration.com
mailto:npratt@bell-integration.com
http://www.bell-pm.com/
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SINGAPORE

Bell Group Asia Pte Ltd
109 North Bridge Road
05-21 Singapore
179097

T +44 (0) 2392 825925

KRAKOW

Bell Integration sp. z o.o.
Kurniki 9, 
31-156 Kraków
Poland

T +44 (0) 2392 825925

LONDON

10 York Road, 
London
SE1 7ND

T +44 (0) 2392 825925

PORTSMOUTH

New Hampshire Court
St Pauls Road
Portsmouth
PO3 4AQ

T +44 (0) 2392 825925

Providing strategic insights into tactical spend, our Procurement 

Management Services improve operational performance, generate cost 

savings and reduce supply chain risk.

Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit 

www.bell-pm.com

Contact

www.bell-pm.com
LinkedIn:

bell-procurement-
management-

services

Twitter:
@BellIntegration

YouTube:
Bell Integration


